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Some key numbers for Naturalis 

Evidence: natural history collections: 42,000,0000 

specimen; open access data 

Research: 120 scientists employed plus visiting 

scientists; open science 

Knowledge: 7,000 objects on the museum floor;  

80 museum staff, 120 volunteers; engagement 

Education: 21 educational programs on the 

museum floor, plus at school, at home and in nature 

Awareness: 450,000 visitors in the museum: 3,000,000 

online users; website, dataportal, mobile apps 

5th ranking collection, 

mostly digitized 

taxonomists, ecologists, 

data scientists 

10 galleries, 4 workshop 

areas, 2 experiences, 

LiveScience hall 

national approach to nature 

education, citizen science 

travelling exhibitions, 

museum consultancy 



What does Naturalis do to promote sustainability? 

Questions for this conference: 

a) practices that minimize environmental impact (energy efficiency, choice 

of flexible devices and recyclable materials in the settings, etc.) 

 

- Energy saving (new) building, recycling, multipurpose (meetings) 

- Museum shop : environmentally responsible product assortment 

- related to exhibitions and research : telling a story, educating 

- no plastics, no child labour, durable goods, recycled materials 

- Museum restaurant : environmentally responsible product assortment 

- local produce, diverse assortment, circular, hardly any meat 

- no plastics, storytelling, linked to exhibition and research 

- Open plan offices, flexible working place, optimizing desk use 

 



What does Naturalis do to promote sustainability? 

Questions for this conference: 

b) educational projects and programs for the communities  

aimed at raising awareness of environmental issues 

 

- “Nature around the Corner”: collaboration with schools. Museum is 

365 days a year relevant as information source and driver of 

educational programs, in a national approach 

- Linked to universities (10 professors in 5 universities) 

- one chair dedicated to circular economy ; research projects with 

industry (Heineken, Suikerunie, FarmFrites, Kaasunie) deploying 

our knowledge in helping industry to be clean and sustainable 

- Citizen Science : involving our visitors in participating in real science 

deploying modern day tools (identification apps) ; bee counting days 

 



How can we increase impact? 

Partnerships : solving the problems together 

- Public / Private : i.e. with the builders, with the caterers,  

product developers, industry (implementing circular economy) 

- City and region 

- involvement in conferences, education on climate and biodiversity 

- increase biodiversity in city / industrial environment (existing funds) 

- Country wide 

- National network of nh museums : shared education policy 

- close collaboration with ministries (Research, Education, Env., Agri.) 

- European / global  

- DiSSCo project : nh collections as research infrastructure (120 

institutes, 21 countries) ; science for society ; big data 

- Data driven science, a shared research and development agenda 

 



8 minutes / 6 slides is short!              Ask me! 

or come 

to 

Leiden! 



A few quotes 
- “We have to abandon the conceit that isolated personal 

actions are going to solve this [climate / biodiversity] 
crisis. Our policies have to shift.” - Al Gore 

- “Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much” 
- Helen Keller 

- “The beauty of collaboration between older and younger 
generations is that we combine strength with wisdom” - 
Brett Harris 
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